Social surveys have been widely used as a method of obtaining public opinion. Sometimes it is more ideal to collect opinions by presenting questions in free-response formats than in multiplechoice formats. Despite their advantages, free-response questions are rarely used in practice because they usually require manual analysis. Therefore, classification of free-format texts can present a formidable task in large-scale surveys and can be influenced by the interpretations of analysts. In this study, we propose a network-based survey framework in which responses are automatically classified in a statistically principled manner. This can be achieved because in addition to the texts, similarities among responses are also assessed by each respondent. We demonstrate our approach using a poll on the 2016 US presidential election and a survey taken by graduates of a particular university. The proposed approach helps analysts interpret the underlying semantics of responses in large-scale surveys.
Social surveys have been widely used as a method of obtaining public opinion. Sometimes it is more ideal to collect opinions by presenting questions in free-response formats than in multiplechoice formats. Despite their advantages, free-response questions are rarely used in practice because they usually require manual analysis. Therefore, classification of free-format texts can present a formidable task in large-scale surveys and can be influenced by the interpretations of analysts. In this study, we propose a network-based survey framework in which responses are automatically classified in a statistically principled manner. This can be achieved because in addition to the texts, similarities among responses are also assessed by each respondent. We demonstrate our approach using a poll on the 2016 US presidential election and a survey taken by graduates of a particular university. The proposed approach helps analysts interpret the underlying semantics of responses in large-scale surveys.
I. INTRODUCTION
A survey is a method of collecting ideas, opinions, and other information from people. They are widely used in many contexts, including social research, patient feedback for medical care, customer survey of products and services, and opinion polls for elections and government policies. Surveys questions are typically presented in multiple-choice questions (i.e., closed-ended questions) or free-response questions (i.e. open-ended questions).
A question like "Are you a scientist? can be answered with "yes" or "no", and therefore can be easily considered in a multiple-choice format. However, some questions must be asked in a free-response format 1, 2 . For example, a question such as "Why did you become a scientist? cannot be easily considered in a multiple-choice format. To create a list of multiple choices, an analyst must predict several representative responses. This task can be quite challenging because possible major responses may be missing from the list [3] [4] [5] . In such a situation, the outcome of the survey can be significantly influenced by the decision of an analyst. Surveys with free-response questions are free from such difficulties and limitations, directly revealing the logic and thought processes of respondents 6, 7 . Despite their advantages, surveys rarely include freeresponse questions because they require manual analysis. To perform statistical analyses, the various opinions collected in the form of text data must be classified into a manageable number of categories without introducing any loss in their intrinsic variety and reflecting underlying semantic relations among responses. This is termed coding 7 and is considered a significant scientific issue. This task is subjective and time-consuming even for a trained analyst 3, 8, 9 and is particularly complicated in the case of large-scale surveys. In fact, in the literature 10 , the limitations of free-response surveys are viewed as follows:
" ... the lack of standardization means that responses are likely to be more difficult to compare statistically, and this limits attempts to draw general conclusions from the study."
Here we propose a network-based (or graph-based) approach that helps analysts perform coding by automatically classifying responses in a statistically principled manner. This is illustrated in Fig. 1a . In Step 1, for a given free-response question, the respondent inputs his/her own response. In Step 2, a small subset of the responses input by other respondents is randomly drawn and presented to the respondent. The respondent then selects those responses that he/she feels are similar to his/her own response, if any. This is similar to the manner in which likes are input in social network services.
After the above procedure has been executed by many respondents, we obtain a dataset that we call the opinion graph (schematically depicted in the far left-hand side of Fig. 1b) . The vertices denote the responses and the edges encode the "positive" (chosen as similar by one of the respondents) or "negative" (presented to a respondent, but not chosen) relations among them. In other words, this is a graph in which the measurement process is taken into account [11] [12] [13] . When there is a consensus among the respondents, the resulting graph exhibits a modular structure in which vertices within a group are likely to be connected via positive edges (i.e., an assortative structure), and vertices in different groups are likely to be connected via negative edges (i.e., a disassortative structure). We statistically infer such a modular structure using a graph clustering algorithm, as described in the Materials and Methods section. Therefore, in the method that we propose, classification is performed by an algorithm that inputs respondent choices rather than by human analysts. To assign a label to a group, we extract keywords from several typical opinions from that group (middle of Fig. 1b) . Then, we can perform categorical data analysis to those opinion groups analogously to the case of a survey with multiple-choice questions (far right-hand side of Fig. 1b) .
Estimating the number of groups is also an important problem. For example, the graph may not exhibit a clear modular structure. This occurs when the opinions do not exhibit any obvious separation of ideas. An advantage of our approach is that we can assess the statistical significance among opinion groups.
To demonstrate our network-based framework, we implemented an online-survey system. We discuss the results we obtained from two surveys below.
II. RESULTS

Poll on the 2016 US presidential election
The first application of our framework is a poll on the presidential election of the United States in 2016. Data was collected from Oct. 1st to Nov. 8th (election day) 2016. Although the respondents were not restricted to any particular group, a majority of opinions were collected from people who visited the University of Nevada, Las Vegas on Oct. 18th and 19th, which indicate the day before and the day of the final presidential debate. (Note that the University of Nevada, Las Vegas was the venue of this debate.)
The question we asked was "#NeverHillary or #Nev-erTrump?" As shown in Fig. 2a , we could extract not only the groups of opinions expressed by the supporters of Donald Trump (group 1) and Hillary Clinton (group 2) but also a group of opinions expressed by those who supported neither (group 3). In Fig. 2a , the red and blue edges denote the positive and negative edges, respectively. Here, we use a colour gradient ranging between red (group 1), blue (group 2), and white (group 3) to express estimated assignment probabilities ((p 1 , p 2 , p 3 )) with respect to those three groups. The colour indicates the proximity to the three group; i.e., more red means closer to the red group, more blue means closer to the blue group, and more white (i.e., a paler shade) means closer to the white group. In addition, vertices that are selectively localized within a single group (max p i ≥ 0.9) are represented by deep red, deep blue, and pure white and have black borders; these vertices can be regarded as the typical opinions of a group.
Note that whether a respondent supports either of the candidates may not be expressed explicitly in a response. For example, the dataset contains responses such as "We need insurance" and "Gary Johnson." Several such responses can be appropriately classified based on prior knowledge of the candidates. However, the distinction between Clinton supporters and people who support neither are often unclear, whereas Trump supporters can usually be easily distinguished. In such a situation, classification would be extremely difficult if we were to classify opinions using only natural language processing, unless sufficient domain knowledge of the subjects of the survey were incorporated. Instead, what we should really believe in is the decisions made by each individual, i.e., the opinion graph.
The alluvial diagram 14 in Fig. 2b depicts flows of group assignments as we increase the number of groups. A bundle represents a set of responses that are classified as the same group, and the diagram depicts the flow of group assignments as the number of groups changes. An alluvial diagram is an extension of a Sankey diagram. The diagram expresses the significance of group assignments with colour shading: A bundle of vertices that are selectively localized in a single group with max p i ≥ 0.9 is represented by a deep colour, while others are represented by paler colours. The groups that can be interpreted as Trump supporters, Clinton supporters, and neither correspond to red, blue, and grey, respectively.
Alluvial diagrams provide a useful tool to visually determine the appropriate number of groups (i.e., the model selection) 15 to be used for a given survey. In the present case, it can be observed that groups 2 and 3 form a single group in the case of bipartition, and they split in the case of tripartition. When the graph is partitioned into 4 groups, the responses in deep colours no longer split. Moreover, a significant fraction of vertices in different groups merge, and as a result, the hierarchical structure no longer exists. For these reasons, we selected the partition with 3 groups as the final result. Further details of the assessment of the proper number of groups are described in Supplementary Materials.
Social survey of the faculty of education in a particular university As the second application of our framework, we conducted a survey focussing on the graduates of the Faculty of Education of a particular university. The questions we asked are the following: "What is your career?" (Q1); "What reason made you choose your current job?" (Q2); "What is the most valuable experience that you will take away with you from your time at the university?" (Q3). We announced the survey via postal mail to people who graduated between 2000 and 2016, and we received 258 responses. (The response rate was roughly 10%.) Figure 3a presents the opinion graph for Q1 -"What is your career? " The graph is plotted in the same manner as that in Fig. 2a . To determine the appropriate number of groups, we again used the alluvial diagram, as in the case of Fig. 2b , including the criteria based on cross-validation estimates of edge-prediction errors (see Supplementary Material for details). Figure 3b depicts the structures that the algorithm learned with respect to the positive and negative edges. It is observed that except for group 4, the positive edges exhibit an assortative structure, as intended. However, it must be noted that negative edges exhibit a structure that is more complicated than a disassortative structure. Therefore, it is evident from our result that the negative edges must not be strictly interpreted as dissimilar relationships.
Once the responses have been classified, we can analyse the categorical data using standard tools. The bar Step 1, a respondent inputs his/her own opinion as a response to a free-response question. In Step 2, the respondent refers to a few randomly selected opinions input by other respondents and responds to whether or not he/she feels that these opinions are similar to his/her opinion. This process generates an opinion graph in which a vertex represents a respondent and the corresponding opinion, and an edge represents the relationship between the pair of opinions that it connects. b, Procedure of the analysis. Given an opinion graph, the opinions are categorized via graph clustering; which amounts to constructing a small graph in which each super vertex represents an opinion group. The opinion groups are then used for categorical data analysis to derive qualitative results.
chart for each question is presented in Fig. 3c . Among the four groups that emerged from the responses to Q1, teachers (group 1) has a clear majority; over half of the respondents are assigned to this group. This is reasonable because all respondents are graduates of the Faculty of Education. The other three groups include civil servants (group 2), office workers in private firms (group 3), and change of careers (group 4). It must be noted here that only group 4 is of a carrier path, instead of a name of the job. These groups reflect a similarity that the graduates recognize, which is distinct from simple similarities between texts or the standard classification. The respondents would have responded based on their own experiences, the education they have received, career paths of their friends, parents, neighbours, etc.
Two groups emerged from the responses to Q2 (career motivation): dream, rewarding, application of learned skills and working conditions. The responses to Q3 (valuable experience) were classified into three groups: academic knowledge and friendships established, certification and expertise, and self-discovery and social knowledge. Although some of the typical responses within a given group may appear quite distinct at the first glance, these responses form a peer group with the same statistical tendencies of positive and negative edges.
We can again confirm that the opinion graphs reflect a similarity based on the underlying semantics, instead of simple text similarities. For example, in the responses of Q1 ("What is your career?"), a response "a school janitor of a primary school" is positively connected to "a municipal officer," while it is negatively connected to "a primary school teacher." As another example, in Q3 ("What is the most valuable experience that you will take away with you from your time at the university?"), it can be observed that a response "I found what I really wish to do in my life." is positively connected to "I met many people and I could have time to face myself."
To confirm the meaningfulness of the identified groups, we compared them with human-based classifications in which human analysts read all the responses and classified them into several categories using their own interpretations. We observed that the identified groups are in good agreement with classifications performed by some of the analysts, in the sense of NMI 16 and ARI 17, 18 . The results of the comparison are presented in Supplementary Materials.
The Sankey diagram in Fig. 3d depicts the flows of respondents among the opinion groups for Q1, Q2, and Q3. It appears that the respondents in the group teachers for Q1 mostly flow into the group dream, rewarding, application of learned skills for Q2, and a relatively large fraction of them flow into the group academic knowledge and friendships established for Q3. This observation suggests some correlations between the factors queried in Q1, Q2, and Q3. This can be further confirmed by performing regression analysis. A more detailed analysis of the above surveys can be found in Supplementary Materials.
III. DISCUSSION
To overcome the problems that limit the usefulness of free-response questions in large-scale surveys, we proposed a network-based survey framework. The advantages of the present approach are discussed below.
Tractability and scalability.: The conversion of a large set of raw text data into an opinion graph makes the analysis much more tractable and facilitates coding for numerous responses.
One classical prescription to facilitate coding is to conduct surveys twice, first conducting a small-scale survey using free-response questions to determine the major responses and then conducting a large-scale survey using multiple-choice questions whose possible responses are based on the major opinions obtained previously. However, not only does this two-step survey require additional effort, there still exists a possibility of missing major responses in the large population. Another approach that can be used for coding is to perform some natural language processing [19] [20] [21] . However, such an approach is effective only when one has a dataset that contains the appropriate domain knowledge of the survey. In our approach, once the opinion graph is constructed, the responses are automatically classified without additional costs or the need for any prior knowledge. This makes it possible to conduct a large-scale survey with free-response questions in an efficient manner.
Statistically principled.: The classification reflects the collective evaluations made by the respondents themselves, instead of the decisions by a small number of analysts.
Difficulty in drawing general conclusions is often explained as a weakness of free-response surveys 10 . By con-trast, with our framework, it is possible to draw general conclusions from free-response questions. This is possible because (i) the subjective evaluations of relationships among responses are accumulated from the respondents, and (ii) the diversity of responses is assessed in a statistically principled manner in terms of the graph configuration. In this sense, the present approach can be regarded as unsupervised crowdsourcing. While this framework paves the way for a number of investigations using free-response surveys, it also includes novel problems concerning both survey design and statistical theory of graphs. For example, there is a trade-off between the effort made by the respondents and the degree to which the groups of responses are resolved. In general, the sparser the graph, identifying the appropriate opinion groups will be information-theoretically more difficult. If the framework requires a respondent to consider a large number of responses, the resulting opinion graph will be dense. Evidently, demanding too much effort from respondents is unrealistic. On the other hand, if each respondent only considers a small number of responses, the resulting graph will be sparse. This tradeoff is related to the certainty of consensus behind the responses; a set of clearly distinguishable responses can be detected even in a very sparse graph, while a dense graph is needed to detect subtle differences between opinion groups. The limit of distinguishability of a modular structure of sparse graphs is called the detectability limit or the detectability threshold 22, 23 in statistical theory of graphs. The difficulty associated with coding in largescale surveys is directly related to this limit.
Although evaluating the diversity of responses is problematic in many senses, it is always needed whenever a survey seeks information from the public. We hope that our framework will play a useful role in society and help researchers acquire new knowledge in various fields of science.
IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Graph clustering based on statistical inference
We perform the partitioning of an opinion graph using graph clustering, which is a component of probabilistic machine learning. This task is also known as community detection, in more restricted cases. While numerous frameworks and algorithms have been proposed in the literature, in this study, we employ the statistical inference approach.
A random graph model with a modular structure called the stochastic block model 24, 25 is a canonical generative model for the inference of a modular structure. The group label is denoted by σ ∈ {1, . . . , q}, where q is the number of groups, and the set of group assignments is denoted by σ. The model parameters, γ, ω + and ω − specify the macroscopic structure of the graph: γ is a qdimensional vector that represents the fractions of group sizes, and ω + and ω − represent the q × q density matrices (also known as the affinity matrices) that determine the connection probabilities within/between groups with respect to the positive and negative edges, respectively. An instance of the stochastic block model, i.e., the adjacency matrix A, is generated as follows. For each vertex, we randomly determine the group assignment such that the fraction of the group σ is equal to γ σ on average. Then, for all pairs of vertices, we generate edges independently and randomly on the basis of group assignments. For example, when vertices i and j have the assignments σ i = σ and σ j = σ , they are connected by a positive edge with probability ω It is important to note that we can enforce the sampling of vertices referred by a respondent to be random. Therefore, the probabilistic nature of the edge generation process assumed in the stochastic block model is guaranteed. It is not necessary that the generation process of a real data resembles to that of the model for the stochastic block model to be applicable. However, the results will be more reliable when they are similar.
The likelihood function of the stochastic block model with N vertices is given by
This stochastic block model assumes that all of the vertices within a given group are statistically equivalent. However, in the opinion graph, even within a group of similar responses, some responses may be more popular than others. This heterogeneity is manifested as a hub structure in the opinion graph, which cannot be modelled by Eq. (1). A variant of the stochastic block model that properly considers a hub structure is called the degreecorrected stochastic block model 26 . The corresponding likelihood function in this model is given by
where d 2), we infer the group assignment σ i of vertex i by solving for its marginal posterior distribution, p(σ i |A, γ, ω + , ω − ), and the values of the model parameters are determined so that the marginal likelihood σ p(A, σ|γ, ω + , ω − ) is maximised. Unfortunately, precise computations of the marginal posterior distributions and model parameters are computationally demanding. A commonly used approximation method is the expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm 27 , and belief propagation 22, 28, 29 is known to be an efficient and accurate algorithm for its E-step. We implemented this approach for the stochastic block model. We note here that other methods such as the Monte Carlo method can also be used, as long as they are computationally feasible and applicable to the opinion graphs.
There are three reasons for employing the inference algorithm described above. First, using this algorithm, instead of a single partition that optimizes a certain objective function, we can obtain a degree of certainty as the probability of group assignment for each opinion vertex. Second, the properties of the stochastic block model are theoretically well known 22, 23, [30] [31] [32] , and efficient algorithms exist for the sparse case. Third, the algorithm can learn an arbitrary connection pattern for each edge type; i.e., we do not need to assume that negative edges strictly exhibit a disassortative structure.
Although we considered only positive and negative edges, it is possible to allow more than two labels and make finer distinctions among responses. In principle, the opinion graph would then acquire more information. However, it must be noted that this does not necessarily imply better identification of groups in practice because it might be very difficult to devise an algorithm that can stably and accurately treat opinion graphs with a large number of edge types 30, 33 . To determine the appropriate number of groups, we employed leave-one-out cross-validation estimates of prediction errors, which can be evaluated efficiently 34 using belief propagation. Note that we should not expect such estimates to be very accurate. Their role is merely to provide a rough estimate using a mathematically principled approach. For the final determination of the number of groups, we examined the manner in which the graph is actually partitioned using the alluvial diagram.
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S5. DETAILS ON THE SURVEY FRAMEWORK, OPINION GRAPH, AND GRAPH CLUSTERING
A. Attachment of labels on the opinion groups Attaching labels to identified groups is performed by human analysts by referring to typical responses. Typical responses are the responses with highly localised assignment probabilities in each group that are expected to represent the core ideas of the group. When analysts can derive one representative idea shared within a group, a single label is assigned to the group. Otherwise, multiple labels are assigned to the group.
B. Step 1 can be skipped
Free-response questions can be more laborious for respondents to answer compared to multiple-choice questions. However, it is important to note that a respondent is allowed to skip Step 1 in Fig. 1A . In other words, for respondents who choose not to input their own responses, our framework naturally functions as a multiple-choice survey. Even in this case, when a respondent fails to input his/her own response, a new vertex corresponding to this respondent is added to the opinion graph. The opinion text corresponding to this vertex is not left empty, but instead, an opinion from one of the responses that the respondent chose as similar is used as the opinion text.
C. Initial state of the survey
At the start of a survey, there are no previously submitted responses, and therefore, some seed responses must be added. In the case of the poll on the US presidential election, we selected six responses that we determined to be typical of Clinton supporters and six responses that we determined to be typical of Trump supporters. In the case of the survey focussing on the graduates of Faculty of Education, several seed responses were inputted for each question by a faculty sociologist. Following the identification of groups, we excluded these seed responses from the analysis.
These seed responses have both positive and negative effects. Analogous to the argument in 2 , when the frame of reference 8 , i.e., the domain of response, that the respondents have in mind is too narrow, the seed responses widen their frame. On the other hand, these seed responses can induce bias to the result.
D. Randomness of the selection of responses
Because the opinion texts are copied when respondents fail to input their own responses, identical responses may appear in the dataset, indicating that some responses are more common than others. To prevent redundant sampling of responses, instead of using uniform sampling from the dataset in Step 2 of the procedure depicted in Fig. 1A , responses were uniformly and randomly drawn from the set of unique responses.
E. Independence of the responses
We can maintain independence among responses (i.e., preventing respondents from being influenced by the responses of other respondents) by simply hiding Step 2 until Step 1 is completed according to the procedure depicted in Fig. 1A . Therefore, if independence is an issue, this approach should be used. However, in a survey of free-response questions, it is often important that the respondents are well-informed 35 , and coherent responses can be obtained by using other responses as a frame of reference 8 . In such a situation, displaying other responses can be considered beneficial rather than detrimental. For these reasons, we permitted respondents to refer to the responses of other respondents.
F. Random edge discarding
It is known that when the number of negative edges is much larger than the number of positive edges, detectability of the modular structure can be adversely affected 30, 33 . To avoid this problem in such a case, we randomly discard a fraction of the negative edges so that the number of positive and negative edges are almost balanced. More precisely, for ease of implementation, instead of actually removing some edges from the dataset, we "neutralized" them by introducing a new edge label that we refer to as "neutral," and edges are discarded by assigning this label. Because the corresponding density matrix, which is denoted as ω 0 , is set to be uniform, neutral edges are equivalent to unobserved edges.
G. Growth of the opinion graph
In the stochastic block model, it is assumed that all vertices exist at the beginning, and then edges are independently and randomly generated. In contrast, in the present case, vertices are added as edges are generated, i.e., the opinion graph grows. Because the number of vertices that a respondent can refer to is limited, the vertices added earlier are likely to be referred to more often. It is possible to ensure that all opinions are referred to with equal probability. In that case, however, the respondents at a later time would need to refer to more opinions than the respondents at an earlier time.
The above feature is only for the case when we sample opinions uniformly and randomly. We emphasize that the survey design allows us to control the statistics of the growth of the opinion graph. Therefore, it is interesting to consider a sophisticated survey design and the corresponding statistical model.
H. Determination of the number of groups
When comparing partitions with different numbers of groups, our selection of the optimal number of groups must consider both the statistical significance and the interpretability of groups.
Determination based on the statistical significance
In terms of statistical inference, selecting the optimal number of groups in a network is a model selection problem. The optimal number of groups is generally determined by evaluating a certain criterion. To this end, a number of criteria have been proposed in the literature 32, [36] [37] [38] [39] . In this study, we employ criteria that are based on prediction errors.
In machine learning, model selection based on a prediction error is commonly used 40, 41 . Let us first explain model selection in terms of the prediction error in a general context. To measure the prediction error in a given dataset, we split the dataset into two parts: a training set and a test set. The values of the model parameters are determined, and the hidden variables are inferred from the training set. Predictability is then evaluated using the unseen test set. In such a procedure, when the model complexity is too low, the model cannot correctly predict the information of the test set; i.e., the prediction error becomes large. On the other hand, if the model complexity is too large and too much information is extracted from the training set, the prediction error again becomes large. Therefore, underfitting and overfitting are both penalized, and the model that most efficiently describes the dataset is selected as the one that minimizes the prediction error.
If we do not have sufficient data points with respect to each quantity to be predicted, the obtained prediction error is not reliable because it may be sensitive to the manner in which the dataset is split into training and test sets. In such a situation, cross-validation 41 provides an adequate estimate. In cross-validation, we can consider many ways of splitting the dataset into a training set and a test set, and the prediction errors are computed for each of these. In the end, all of the prediction errors are averaged. When the dataset is split into K sets (one of which is used as a test set), it is referred as "K-fold cross-validation." When we leave only one element as a test set and use the remaining as a training set, it is referred as "leave-one-out cross-validation" (LOOCV). In the current context, the dataset is a network, which is a set of edges, and the LOOCV constitutes an evaluation of the predictability of the existence and non-existence of an edge between each hidden vertex pair.
An advantage fo the cross-validation error is its wide applicability as it does not rely on asymptotic analysis. On the other hand, a disadvantage of the cross-validation error is that it can often be computationally demanding. However, the LOOCV is an exceptional case. It can be evaluated efficiently 34 using belief propagation 22, 28, 29 , and the behaviour of the corresponding estimates are theoretically well known for the number of groups in the stochastic block model 34 . In this paper, we refer to the LOOCV estimates of prediction errors as "cross-validation errors". 
I. Determination based on the interpretability of groups
In many cases, instead of a single plausible number of groups, the cross-validation errors provide its candidates, considering the error bars of the prediction errors. In such situations, we must proceed to a finer inspection by evaluating the manner in which the network is actually partitioned. As presented in the Results section, visualization provided by the alluvial diagram facilitates better insight into the results of statistical inference 15 . We verified whether the candidate partitions constitute a hierarchical structure, the robustness of small groups, and most importantly, whether these partitions are interpretable.
S6. RAW DATA AND DETAILED ANALYSES OF THE CONDUCTED SURVEYS A. Poll on the 2016 US presidential election
Among 117 responses, 70 were collected from the University of Nevada, LasVegas, and 35 were collected directly through a web application. The remaining 12 responses were collected from Twitter and an online article and were used as seed responses. Independent responses are listed in Table S1 , and typical (black) and non-typical (grey) responses are distinguished.
For this data, we demonstrate the validation curves of the cross-validation errors even though we referred directly to the alluvial diagram to determine the number of groups in the main text. Three types of prediction errors and one type of training error are presented in Fig. S1 : the Gibbs prediction error (green), the MAP estimate of the Gibbs prediction error (yellow), the Bayes prediction error (red), and the Gibbs training error (blue). The definitions of these errors and detailed descriptions of their properties are given in 34 . The Gibbs training error is computed only as a reference and cannot be used to determine the number of groups. The solid curves in Fig. S1 indicate the mean values, and the shaded regions indicate standard errors.
First, we confirmed that the values of the prediction errors in the case q = 1 are much larger than those with q ≥ 2. Therefore, the opinion graph is likely to include at least a significant partition. From the obtained validation curves, q = 2 and q = 3 produce smaller Gibbs prediction errors than the other cases. As we observed in the alluvial diagram presented in the main text, the partition into two groups roughly distinguishes between Trump supporters and non-Trump supporters, and the latter further splits into the groups of Clinton supporters (group 2) and neither (group 3) in the case q = 3. Such an interpretable hierarchical structure is observed only up to q = 3. In this paper, we focus on the partition into three groups. 
B. Survey targeting graduates of a Faculty of Education
This survey was conducted at the beginning of 2017, targeting the graduates of the Faulty of Education at a particular national university in Japan between 2000 and 2016. We announced the survey by postal mail, sending invitations to 3,256 people who belong to this group. All responses were collected through the web application. We received 273 responses to Q1, 260 responses to Q2, and 258 responses to Q3. The survey was conducted in Japanese, and the questions and responses that appear in this paper are translations of the originals. (The translation was performed by the authors.) Typical responses and the group labels are listed in Table S2 .
The cross-validation errors and the alluvial diagrams are displayed in Fig. S2 . For all questions, a unique minima can be observed for the Gibbs prediction errors (green) and its MAP estimates (yellow), while the Bayes prediction errors (red) seems to largely overfit. Again, for all opinion graphs, we confirmed that the prediction errors for q = 1 are significantly larger than those for q ≥ 2.
For Q1, according to the cross-validation errors, the appropriate number of groups is three or four. The alluvial diagram exhibits a hierarchical structure only up to q = 4 when we focus on the vertices with localised group assignments. In the main text, we focused on the partition into four groups. The smallest group (group 4: change of careers) appears to be robust because it exists under many different partitions. However, because this group does not exhibit an assortative structure, we consider the partition into three groups to also be possibly optimal.
For Q2, according to the cross-validation errors, the appropriate number of groups is two or three. The labels of the groups in the partition into two groups are listed in Table S2 . Group 2 (working conditions) further splits into two groups in the case of a partition into three groups. It is indeed possible for a specific set of working conditions to be extracted as a group. However, after interpreting the partitions, we selected the partition into 2 groups as optimal for the present survey. The opinion graph for Q2 is displayed in Fig. S3 A.
For Q3, two, three, and four are possibly the most appropriate number of groups. Because the hierarchical structure is lost in partitions into more than four groups, we conclude that the Bayes prediction error overfits. We selected the partition into three groups as the final choice because the distinction between the partitions into three and four groups is difficult to interpret. The opinion graph for Q3 is presented in Fig. S3 B.
The density matrices of the positive and negative edges for Q2 and Q3 are depicted in Figs. S3 C and D, respectively. We have confirmed that assortative structures are learned for the positive edges, while disassortative structures are learned for the negative edges.
S7. COMPARISON BETWEEN NETWORK-BASED AND HUMAN-BASED CLASSIFICATIONS
The most naive approach to handling raw data is to have operators read all responses and classify them on the basis of their own subjective similarity criteria, i.e., human-based classification. This requires considerable human effort and each of the resulting classifications cannot be considered as a "ground truth." In this section, we investigate the correlation between the opinion groups inferred from the opinion graph and those obtained from a human-based classification.
Human-based classification was performed by 5 analysts for Q1 and 8 analysts for Q2 and Q3. Each analyst first classified the responses into an arbitrary number of groups and then aggregated them into fewer than eight groups. Individuals possessing sufficient knowledge of the Faculty of Education are chosen as analysts to perform meaningful classifications.
We adopt two measures to compare two classifications: the normalized mutual information (NMI) 16 and the adjusted rand index (ARI) 17, 18 . Let us write the classifications that we consider as σ A and σ B . We use a ∈ {1, . . . , q A } and b ∈ {1, . . . , q B } to represent the group labels of the classifications σ A and σ B , respectively. The NMI is a measure commonly used to evaluate the similarity between classifications. This measure is based on the mutual information I(σ A , σ B ) defined as follows;
Here , The four cross-validation errors are plotted in the same panel using the same colour set as in Fig. S1 . In the alluvial diagrams, vertices with localised group assignments are depicted by dark colours.
correct this tendency, the NMI is defined as
where H(σ A ) and H(σ B ) are the entropy with respect to {p(a)} and {p(b)}, respectively. The ARI is the corrected-for-chance version of the Rand index, which also quantifies the agreement between two classifications. A pair of responses are considered agreements if they belong to the same group in both classifications or if they belong to different groups in both classifications. Correcting the chance level of the Rand index, the ARI is defined as follows:
For the responses to Q1, we evaluated the NMI and ARI between the network-based and human-based classifications (Fig. S4A) . These data are labelled as Computer-Human. In this comparison, we observe that four data points (A) Opinion graph for Q2. The positive and negative edges appear in red and blue, respectively. The groupassignment probabilities for the two groups are indicated by a colour gradient that varies between green (group 1) and purple (group 2). The typical opinions that are selectively localised in a single group (pmax ≥ 0.9) have black borders, while others have grey borders. (B) The opinion graph for Q3. This is plotted in the same manner as that for Q2, except that the groupassignment probabilities for the three groups are indicated by a colour gradient varying among green (group 1), purple (group 2), and yellow (group 3). (C) Density matrices with respect to the positive and negative edges of Q2. (D) Density matrices with respect to the positive and negative edges of Q3.
exhibit large values, while one data point is close to zero. This indicates that the network-based classification is in good agreement with the classifications performed by the four analysts, even though the classification of one (analyst 5) is very different. In the same figure, we compare the classifications among the analysts (Human-Human).
It is possible that naive human-based classifications would be inconsistent with the decisions made by the respondents, i.e., the edge labels obtained in our approach. If this is indeed the case, dissimilarity will inevitably appear in the Computer-Human. Such a dissimilarity would not be judged as indicating a flaw in our approach. To verify the consistency between the classifications performed by the analysts and the decisions made by the respondents, we measured the agreement score (AS) of the human-based classification σ A , defined as follows:
where M +(=) is the number of positive edges that connect the responses in the same group in σ A , M −( =) is the number of negative edges that connect the responses in different groups in σ A , and M is the total number of both types of edges. Next, we introduce a corrected-for-chance version of the agreement score, which we refer to as the "adjusted agreement score". This is defined as follows: 1. teachers "Elementary school teacher", "Junior-high school teacher" 2. civil servants "Working for a local government", "Police officer" 3. office workers "Office worker in a local firm", "Banker", "Working in sales" 4. change of careers "I used to work in a firm and left after having a baby. Now I'm working for a local government as having a temporary job at a kindergarten."
Q2:
What is the reason you chose your current job?
1. dream, rewarding, application of learned skills "I've dreamed to be since childhood.", "It was my dream and is a rewarding job.", "I've wanted to be like the teacher I respected.", "I can exercise what I learned in the faculty." 2. working conditions "I wanted to work for my home town. Also, local government employee is a stable job.", "I can work after getting married and having a baby.", "Good welfare and location (home town)"
Q3:
What is the most valuable experience that you will take away with you from your time at the university?
1. academic knowledge and friendships established "I could have advanced education.", "It's a treasure in my life to have good friends, and in-depth knowledge learned in university gave me a broader perspective.", "I feel that I can see things from various angles since I met people with different opinions and learned several disciplines.", "Liberal arts and academic knowledges gave me self-confidence.", "All advices by professors and encounter with wonderful friends who were willing to be teacher like I did." 2. certification and expertise "Teaching certification.", "Expertise, skills, and a way of thinking.", "I'm not sure about the value what I learned, because I just wanted to receive the teaching certification." "Education theory, because I didn't have enough time for reading books." 3. self-discovery and social knowledge "I could have some time to think about myself and my future by meeting a lot of people.", "I learned many things which couldn't learned in a classroom by conversations with a lot of people." "Human relationships and the time of self-discovery", "Communication skills and an inquiring mind", "The skills of problem discovery and critical thinking and the importance of self-discovery" where σ C is a randomised classification of σ A , in which the group assignments are randomised while maintaining the group size distribution, and · · · is the ensemble average over the realisations of σ C . Figure S4B presents the adjusted agreement scores for classifications performed by the analysts for Q1. We observe that the classification of analyst 5, which exhibits significant disagreement with the network-based classification, also exhibits a low adjusted agreement score. Therefore, this classification must be treated as an outlier.
Analogous comparisons for Q2 and Q3 are illustrated in by Figs. S5 and S6. For Q2, the situation is very similar to that of Q1, except that the values of the NMI, ARI, and adjusted agreement scores are smaller than those of Q1. For Q3, we can observe from Fig. S6A that the NMIs and ARIs for the Computer-Human comparisons are systematically lower than those for the Human-Human comparisons. Moreover, Fig. S6B indicates that for every analyst, agreement of the human-based classification with the decisions made by the respondents is significantly poorer than the networkbased classification (horizontal line). We conclude that the classifications determined by the analysts are simply inconsistent with the data on the network. 
S8. LOGISTIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS ON THE INFERRED GROUPS IN THE OPINION GRAPHS
After the opinion groups have been identified, we perform categorical data analysis analogously in the case of multiple-choice surveys. In the main text, we presented bar charts and a Sankey diagram in Fig. 3 , which presents the results. These results suggest correlations among the factors queried on the careers of respondents (Q1), their career motivation (Q2), and the value of their education (Q3).
To investigate these correlations more accurately, we performed a logistic regression analysis and summarized the results in Table S3 . In this analysis, a dependent variable is whether a graduate is a school teacher or not, and independent variables are the dummy variables with respect to the opinion groups in Q2 and Q3. In the regression analysis, we used the following three models: logit(Y i ) = β 0 + β Q2 X Q2,i + β Q3−1 X Q3−1,i + β Q3−2 X Q3−2,i (model 1) = β 0 + β Q2 X Q2,i (model 2) = β 0 + β Q3−1 X Q3−1,i + β Q3−2 X Q3−2,i , (model 3) TABLE S3 . Logistic regression analysis is used to predict whether a respondent is a school teacher on the basis of his/her responses to the career motivation (Q2) and value of education (Q3) questions.
Dependent variable:
Dummy for the teachers group in Q1
(1) (2)
Dummy for the dream, rewarding, application of learned skills group in Q2 1.47 * * * where Y i , X Q2,i , X Q3−1,i , X Q3−2,i are dummy variables that represent the teachers group for Q1, the dream, rewarding, application of learned skills group for Q2, and the academic knowledge and friendships established group and the certification and expertise group for Q3, respectively. The results demonstrate that the respondents in the teachers group for Q1 are likely to be in the dream, rewarding, application of learned skills group for Q2 and in the academic knowledge and friendships established group for Q3. The factor certification and expertise for the value of education queried in Q3 is positive, but not as significant as the factor academic knowledge and friendships established in this survey. The factors working conditions for career motivation (Q2) and self-discovery, social knowledge for the value of education (Q3) have negative impacts on the teachers group, which is reflected in the value of the constant terms in models 2 and model 3.
A. Utility of raw texts
We can obtain even richer information from the raw texts than would be obtained through an ordinary categorical data analysis under multiple-choice questions. For example, while regression analysis reveals that the graduate who belongs to dream, rewarding, application of learned skills tends to belong to teachers, we can further observe that there are some differences in the expressions between teachers and non-teachers. For teachers, their dreams and desires were formed since childhood and often motivated by school teachers as role models. On the other hand, non-teachers were observed to be typically motivated during high-school and undergraduate study and some of them were motivated by their parents. Moreover, popular words "rewarding" and "yearning to be" in the teacher opinions are rarely observed in the non-teacher opinions. Such data can help us reveal in detail the reasons individuals choose to be teachers based on the result of the regression analysis.
